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Innovation 
A love story?
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Ingredients for Innovation

Strategy

Product

People

Government



Strategy



Example - Apple - ‘90s
Strategy

What’s wrong with this picture?



Wait a sec - they did make a toaster
Strategy



Strategy

This was in their DNA - they had forgotten



Strategy

The cure: Focus // Strategy <> Product alignment



Innovation Strategy

Focussed alignment is key

IMI IRs monitor this focus



Product (project)



Product

ensure alignment with Strategy

anything that brings added value to the user 
[real or perceived need]

love your product (project) 
[customers (IMI) will notice!]



People



People

Build a great, versatile team 
of A-players

Innovation is made by people



Government

Investment in R&D has a leveraging effect on 
economy (Hence EC FP1-8, Lisbon Strategy etc)

Cf IMI Slides: for European Pharma: IMI
2E9 € programme to boast Pharma Industry 
through funding promising projects

Very often, this is self-sustainable after a while! 
= why IMI emphasises on sustainability for it’s 
projects

Government has a unique position of bringing 
stakeholders together around a common agenda



Some Loose Remarks

Leadership culture is key

Innovation is (often) born on bridges (cf. ex.)

Open Source really matters; it leverages 
planetary intelligence, not just your own



Example

RSB @ 
Johnson & Johnson

Java meets R



Problem Statement

In all kinds of sectors people, machines and apps 
generate all kinds of exciting data 
(clinical trials, financial, marketing, )

This data resides everywhere (csv files, xml, 
DBs, access, excel files, mails, ...)

Yet statisticians are expected to work seemlessly 
with all these [fetch, (pre/post/-)process correct, 
normalize, research design, model development, 
reporting, etc]

➢ This calls for Integration



It gets worse...

➢ This calls for Automation

hundreds of people consider you to be their 
private statistician

the proof of concept experiment is being 
conducted xx times a week

lots routineous tasks blow up TCO 
(expensive stats)



Solution - ESB

O[n.(n-1)/2 ~ n2] O[n]



O[n]

Contemplations about Topology

O[n.(n-1)/2 ~ n2]



Enter RSB



RSB Architecture



Our secret?
Open Source Strategy

Built in < 2 man-months, 
on Spring, Apache tech and R, in Eclipse...

All is given back to the community.
So... all of you can freely use it, and contribute to 
make this even more compelling ☜ 

Credits       Philippe Lamote (Java), Tobias Verbeke (R)
Hosted       www.openanalytics.eu 
Contact      tobias.verbeke@openanalytics.eu



Conclusion

Using OS, you can innovate 
by leveraging the genious of past innovators 

Thanks for your attention


